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Different opinions on making notes
London Met Notemaker
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I make notes so that I can remember the key points from a lecture – or from what I
am reading. I always follow up the ideas in my notes with further research because
if you just give back what the lecturer gave you, you only get an average grade!
If we do not make notes from a lecture – and REVISE those notes – we forget 98% of
the information in just three weeks (Buzan 1999). If we do not do additional reading
we will only get a low grade. University is about following ideas up for yourself.
I find that I have to make notes to even understand what I am studying. No notes
means that I have not thought about the material for myself – I don't understand it
and
d I cannott use it
it.
It is easier to remember and learn that which we understand; however, if we never
think about ideas for ourselves it is hard to really understand them. Making notes is
f wayy off rearranging
g g information
f
in a wayy that yyou can p
put it back
a reallyy useful
together for yourself. This helps you to understand material and ‘make it your own’.

Different opinions slide 2
I find that I don
don'tt have to make any notes at all,
all especially in lectures.
lectures For one thing
I cannot write very fast, so I'm better off listening. Fortunately I have a really good
memory and I know that I'll remember everything that I need.
Alongside making notes, Buzan recommends that we use a revision cycle to commit
important information to our long term memory. Ten minutes after reading or going
to a lecture make a shorter, more dynamic & memorable set of notes. A day later
spend two minutes actively recalling the notes. A week, a month and every six
months – spend two minutes recalling those notes
notes. Without some form of revision
cycle you will forget and have to start from scratch before your exams.
I like to make notes because it keeps me active and awake! Also I use a visual note
taking system and put in colour and cartoons to make my notes distinctive; I find
this
h h
helps
l me recallll information
f
ffor my essays and
d for
f my exams.
All the evidence suggests that if we are passive learners, not engaged or interested
in our studies, we do not learn very much at all. If we are active learners (interested,
engaged,
g g , motivated,critical,
,
, questioning
q
g and challenging)
g g) we learn more. Be an
active note taker: use key words, colour, highlighting & funny or bizarre illustrations
to make your notes short, dynamic & memorable.

Why good note‐taking is important
● Need for reliable mechanisms for recording and retrieving all the
information you are exposed to.
● Note‐taking
Note taking is a learning process in itself
itself, helping you to process
and understand the information you receive.
● Helps avoid unintentional plagiarism (paraphrasing, summarising)
● Helps you focus on what is important in your reading/lectures.
● Aids memory and making connections between texts/theories.
● Your notes then become your assignment.
However:
● Note‐taking can be difficult and can ironically distract you from
listening to lectures.
● You can end up with so many notes and spend much time going
through them again to find out the important points!
Taken from: University of Reading Study Advice: Study Resources ‐ Effective Note‐Taking

What is your experience of lecturing styles?
University of Sussex student’s
student s experience

Lecturer A may spend a lot of time on definitions and explanations, often
speaking very slowly so you can take down exactly what she's saying.
The emphasis here seems to be on mastery of subject matter; you may have to
learn some things by rote in order to build later understanding.

Lecturer B may spend a lot of time linking theory to everyday examples.
SSeeing
i precisely
i l h
how th
the examples
l relate
l t tto th
the th
theory iis lik
likely
l tto b
be iimportant.
t t
You will probably need to pick out and think about your own examples.

Lecturer
ectu e C may
ay spend
spe d a lot
ot of
o time
t e asking
as g questions,
quest o s, pausing,
paus g, and
a d outlining
out
g
different viewpoints.
This could be a subject where the questions are seen as more important than the
answers, where the way the question is asked is crucial.
Taken from: Language and Learning Online Website

Preparing for lectures
● See how this lecture fits within the whole series.
● Key readings ‐ read (or at least skim) the key readings before the
lecture.
lecture
● If you are really pressed for time, get an overview: title, headings,
topic sentences. This will give you an idea of the likely content and
key issues of the lecture.
● Formulate any questions you have about the readings.
● Re‐read old notes before the lecture.
● Check key vocabulary (meaning, pron, assocation)

Be meticulous and accurate
● Always record the necessary details for any source you use as soon
as you start taking notes. Don't wait till you've finished reading ‐
you may forget, or misplace the text.
● Have a clear system so you know which notes are [1] paraphrases
of someone else's ideas [2] direct quotes [3] your own ideas.
● When photocopying, ensure you have page numbers.
● When makingg notes from a website,, note URL and date of access

Be an ‘active’ note taker
●
●
●
●
●

Think about what you want to get out before you start
Look for answers to anyy questions
q
you
y mayy have about the topic
p
Look for connections within the topic and to other topics/courses
Write notes mostly in your own words ‐ your own explanations
Limit direct quotes to when how they say something is as
significant as what they say.
University of Reading Study Advice: Study Resources ‐ Effective Note‐Taking

“There is no one correct way to take notes. Very different approaches can be equally
effective, depending on the context. The key thing is to ensure that you remain
actively engaged with the material whilst note‐taking. If all you do is copy down
what you hear or read, then you won't actually be learning anything at all.”
Universityy of Manchester Skills Website

Effective note taking requires:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

recognising the main ideas
identifying
y g what information is relevant to yyour task
having a system of note taking that works for you
summarising and being concise
reducing the information to note and diagram format
where possible, putting the information in your own words
recording the source of the information
being neat and leaving spaces for amendments/additions
use headings,
h di
numbered
b d points
i and
d abbreviations
bb i i

Standard/linear notes
● written ‘down the page’ in a linear format, bit like an essay plan
● use headings for main points
● use subheadings for points ‘within points’
● space them
th
outt wellll for
f revision/addition/amendment.
i i / dditi /
d
t
● try to keep to one point per line
● underline key words
● use numbering where appropriate
● use abbreviations
● no need for full sentences
Advantages
● can be very clear,
clear with highlighting
● can easily be added to
● ‘easy’ to take when there is a clear structure
Disadvantages
● can be boring to look at and hard to read
● they do not indicate connections between different parts of the argument

Standard/linear notes example
London Met Notemaker: Linear notes example

University of Warwick: Learning English Online

Pattern/spidergram notes ‐ Probably better suitable for taking notes
f
from
readings
di

Advantages
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Easy and quick to make and add to
Visual impression can be very easy to understand and remember
Not fixed in any order
Links are made obvious
Less likely to write too much
Interesting to look at
Link new and existing knowledge

Disadvantages
● May be hard to decide what order they are in
● What if you run out of space?
● Hard to expand once space is filled
University of Sussex Study Resources

Standard/linear notes example

University of Sussex Study Resources

London Met Notemaker: Pattern notes example

Cornell/split page notes ‐ good for lectures
Involves dividing up the page into 3 sections with your own comments/
questions/links to other aspects of the topic/course on the left, standard notes on
the right and a summary at the end.
●
●
●
●
●

Good for taking notes in lectures
Results in organised notes
Helps you to actively engage with the material, and aids recall
Useful when it comes to preparing and revising for exams
Once you have noted something in the right hand column, you can include
notes/links on the left that address questions such as:
○ How does this relate to my course as a whole?
○ How does this relate to my assignment?
○ Who would agree/disagree with this argument?
○ What should I read now?
Cornell pdf

Cornell/split page notes example

University of Sussex Study Resources

Abbreviations
Universityy of Manchester Studyy Skills Website
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bc because
cd could
Ch. Chapter
devt development
e.g. for example
i.e. that is to say, that means
NB important
para. paragraph
prob. problem
w// with
w/o without
& and
> better/more
b tt /
th < less
than
l
than/smaller
th /
ll

c. or ca. circa, about c.1800
cf. compare this with...
ct. contrast
edn edition
esp. especially
impt important
p. page
poss. possible / possibly
vs versus, against
wd would
\ therefore
+ plus, in addition to
= is
i the
th same as

University of Portsmouth Abbreviations for Speedy Note Taking pdf
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Good notes = good assignments = good revision =
good
d exam results
l = a good
d final
f l grade
d
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